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Two anniversaries and two exhibitions

On several occasions we have commemorated the anniversaries of the different Argentine
observatories, in particular those of Córdoba and La Plata, the first founded on October 24th

1871,  the  second  on  November  22nd 1883.  This  year,  in  consideration  of  the  proposed
exhibitions and coordinated by both institutions inaugurated on Argentinian Astronomy Day,
celebrated each October 24th, it is appropriate to remember both dates together.

Astronomy Day in Argentina

The past  October  24th,  the  “Argentine Astronomy day” was celebrated  once  again  in  our
country.  The  date  recalls  the  creation  of  the  Argentine  National  Observatory (today  the
Córdoba Astronomical Observatory), and as usual the new anniversary was celebrated at its
headquarters, only two years away from the century and a half.

In  2019,  as  we pointed  out  in  due course,  100 years  of  the creation  of  the  International
Astronomical  Union were completed.  Throughout  the  year,  several  actions  related  to  this
centenary were carried out in Argentina generated by the national  NOC [1]. An example of
these activities  were  the  photographic  exhibitions on the  Argentine  attempts  to  prove the
Theory  of  Relativity,  proposals  taking  into  account  that  in  2019  a  century  of  the  first
successful  confirmation of  Einstein's  theory was also fulfilled,  and that  on July 2 It  was
possible to see in this region a stunning total solar eclipse.

The International Astronomical Union recognizes as one of its antecedents the famous Carte
du  Ciel,  a  project  aimed  at  photographically  mapping  the  entire  celestial  sphere,  which
involved  about  twenty  observatories  from  around  the  world.  To  achieve  its  mission,  a
remarkable structure was organized that included congresses, committees and publications,
which became a  reference from that  moment.  All  the  Latin American observatories  were
involved in the Carte du Ciel, in particular the Argentines: the Astronomical Observatory of
La Plata and the Argentine National Observatory, so from the national NOC promoted the
realization of exhibitions that show what was done locally for this entrepreneurship.
 
In  line  with  this  fact,  the  two  Observatories  organized  in  a  coordinated  manner
exhibitions linked to the Carte du Ciel, which were inaugurated simultaneously on the
Astronomy Day. For the general public, the samples included explanatory posters that were
drawn  up  from  the  exchange  between  the  teams  involved  in  both  observatories,  both
regarding historical-documentary aspects and graphic design.
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http://oac.unc.edu.ar/
https://historiadelaastronomia.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/historia-del-ona1.pdf
https://www.fcaglp.unlp.edu.ar/
https://www.fcaglp.unlp.edu.ar/
https://historiadelaastronomia.wordpress.com/documentos/cdc130/
https://historiadelaastronomia.wordpress.com/documentos/cdc130/
https://historiadelaastronomia.wordpress.com/documentos/sobral1919/
http://sion.frm.utn.edu.ar/NOC-Argentina/index.php/eclipse-exhibicion/
http://sion.frm.utn.edu.ar/NOC-Argentina/
https://www.iau.org/
https://www.iau.org/
https://historiadelaastronomia.wordpress.com/2017/06/19/a-dos-anos-de-dos-importantes-centenarios/
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Posters designed and exhibited at the Faculty of
Astronomical and Geophysical Sciences of the

National University of La Plata (FCAG / UNLP
Astronomical Observatory Design Area).
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Posters designed and exhibited at the Faculty of 
Astronomical and Geophysical Sciences of the 
National University of La Plata (FCAG / UNLP 
Astronomical Observatory Design Area).
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La Plata

In  the  La  Plata  Astronomical  Observatory,  the  Astrographic  Telescope  used  to  take  the
photographs of the Carte du Ciel was put in value. This work is undoubtedly a fact to be noted
considering the importance that this instrument has for the history of Argentine astronomy, the
first of its kind acquired (April 1886) by a South American institution.

The Astronomical Observatory of La Plata, yesterday (1951) and today, after restoration (Astronomical
Observatory FCAG / UNLP).
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View of the objectives of the Astronomical Observatory of La Plata. The largest, 34.2 cm in diameter, is the
photographic objective, while the minor corresponds to the guide telescope (FCAG / UNLP Astronomical

Observatory).

    

Two images of the Astronomical Observatory of La Plata after its restoration (Astronomical Observatory FCAG /
UNLP).

   

The pavilion of the "Miguel Iztisgohn" Astrographic Telescope, around 1900
(http://museo.fcaglp.unlp.edu.ar/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/castrog.jpg) and today (Astronomical Observatory

FCAG / UNLP).

The institutional webpage of the Faculty of Astronomical and Geophysical Sciences of the
National  University  of  La  Plata  shows  details  of  what  has  been  done  with  abundant
photographic material:
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 The recovery of the Astrographic Telescope in images
https://www.fcaglp.unlp.edu.ar/articulo/2019/10/30/la_recuperacion_del_telescopio_astrograf
ico_en_imagenes 

 The people behind the recovery of the Astrographic Telescope and its building
www.fcaglp.unlp.edu.ar/articulo/2019/10/23/las_personas_detras_de_la_recuperacion_del_tel
escopio_astrografico_y_su_cupula 

 Omar Cáceres,  Carlos  Rogati,  Miguel  Itzigsohn,  César  Mondinalli  and Francisco
Muñoz in memory of Dr. Elisa Felicitas Arias

www.fcaglp.unlp.edu.ar/articulo/2019/10/23/miguel_itzigsohn__omar_caceres__cesar_mondi
nalli__carlos_rogati_y_francisco_munoz_en_el_recuerdo_de_la_dra__elisa_felicitas_arias 

 The FCAG Astrographic Telescope comes to life on October 24
www.fcaglp.unlp.edu.ar/articulo/2019/10/19/el_telescopio_astrografico_de_la_fcag_cobra_nu
eva_vida_el_24_de_octubre 

Córdoba

In Córdoba, the “A map of all the heavens” exhibition was prepared, in which one the history
of the development of the Carte du Ciel is told in numerous posters: Astrographic Catalogue
and  Sky Map.  The  task  was  in  charge  of  the  Astronomical  Observatory  Museum of  the
Córdoba Astronomical Observatory [2]. Through a tour that begins in the hall of the central
building of the Observatory and ends on the top floor, various original elements related to the
work done in the institution for this project are exhibited, such as measuring machines, letters,
publications and prominently the Astrographic Telescope.
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https://historiadelaastronomia.wordpress.com/documentos/astrografico3/
http://oac.unc.edu.ar/museo-del-observatorio-astronomico/
http://www.cordobaestelar.oac.uncor.edu/Capitulo19.pdf
http://www.cordobaestelar.oac.uncor.edu/Capitulo16.pdf
https://www.fcaglp.unlp.edu.ar/articulo/2019/10/19/el_telescopio_astrografico_de_la_fcag_cobra_nueva_vida_el_24_de_octubre
https://www.fcaglp.unlp.edu.ar/articulo/2019/10/19/el_telescopio_astrografico_de_la_fcag_cobra_nueva_vida_el_24_de_octubre
https://www.fcaglp.unlp.edu.ar/articulo/2019/10/23/miguel_itzigsohn__omar_caceres__cesar_mondinalli__carlos_rogati_y_francisco_munoz_en_el_recuerdo_de_la_dra__elisa_felicitas_arias
https://www.fcaglp.unlp.edu.ar/articulo/2019/10/23/miguel_itzigsohn__omar_caceres__cesar_mondinalli__carlos_rogati_y_francisco_munoz_en_el_recuerdo_de_la_dra__elisa_felicitas_arias
https://www.fcaglp.unlp.edu.ar/articulo/2019/10/23/las_personas_detras_de_la_recuperacion_del_telescopio_astrografico_y_su_cupula
https://www.fcaglp.unlp.edu.ar/articulo/2019/10/23/las_personas_detras_de_la_recuperacion_del_telescopio_astrografico_y_su_cupula
https://www.fcaglp.unlp.edu.ar/articulo/2019/10/30/la_recuperacion_del_telescopio_astrografico_en_imagenes
https://www.fcaglp.unlp.edu.ar/articulo/2019/10/30/la_recuperacion_del_telescopio_astrografico_en_imagenes
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Some of the posters exhibited at the Astronomical Observatory of Córdoba (OAC Astronomical Museum).
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Photographs of the sample and the Astrographic
Telescope of the Astronomical Observatory of

Córdoba (OAC).

148 years of the Córdoba Observatory

The celebrations of the new anniversary of the  Astronomical Observatory of the National
University  of  Córdoba was  attended  by  the  Minister  of  Science  and  Technology  of  the
Córdoba Province, authorities of that Ministry and of the National University of Córdoba, and
of the  Plaza Cielo Tierra Science Interpretation Center,  and of the Córdoba Astronomical
Observatory and its staff.
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https://www.plazacielotierra.org/
https://www.unc.edu.ar/
https://www.cba.gov.ar/reparticion/ministerio-de-ciencia-y-tecnologia/
https://www.cba.gov.ar/reparticion/ministerio-de-ciencia-y-tecnologia/
http://oac.unc.edu.ar/
http://oac.unc.edu.ar/
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Left, speaks of the Director of the OAC, Dr. Manuel Merchan. Right, delivery of a commemorative plaque by
Minister Dr. Carlos Robledo (OAC).

   
Left, attendance at the event. Right, Sarmiento-Gould Conference (OAC).

After the event, as is traditional for several decades, the “Sarmiento-Gould Conference” was
held for all audiences. This year the conference was dedicated to the Carte du Ciel: “A map of
all  the heavens, La Carte du Ciel and the Astronomical Observatory of Córdoba”,  by the
author, which addressed what was done by the South American observatories and in particular
in the Argentine National for this international project.

The presentation is available at:
https://historiadelaastronomia.files.wordpress.com/2019/11/un-mapa-de-todos-los-cielos.pdf  

136 years of the La Plata Observatory

Recently, on November 22nd,  a new anniversary was remembered for the country's second
astronomical institution, the Astronomical Observatory of La Plata, which already has 136
fruitful years. About this historical event, we invite you to review the reading (in Spanish) of:
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Anniversary of the Astronomical Observatory of La Plata. 
https://historiadelaastronomia.wordpress.com/documentos/observatorio-la-plata/

New anniversary of the Astronomical Observatory of La Plata
https://historiadelaastronomia.wordpress.com/documentos/aniversariooalp/
El Observatorio Astronómico de La Plata 
R. A. Perdomo. Asociación Argentina de Astronomía. BOOK SERIES. AAABS, Vol. 2, 2009.
Gustavo E. Romero, Sergio A. Cellone, & Sofía A. Cora, eds.

About of Astrographic Catalog and Carte du Ciel, the following material (in Spanish) can be
consulted:

 A map of all the heavens
https://historiadelaastronomia.wordpress.com/documentos/cdc130/ 

 The Astrographic Telescope of the Córdoba Astronomical Observatory  (I, II y III).
https://historiadelaastronomia.wordpress.com/documentos/astrografico1/ 

 Astrographic Catalogue (Córdoba): photographic plate measuring machines (2015)
https://historiadelaastronomia.wordpress.com/documentos/maquinasdemedir/ 

 Stellar Córdobar. History of the Argentine National Observatory, chapters 16 and 19.
(2009)

http://www.cordobaestelar.oac.uncor.edu/Capitulo16.pdf 
http://www.cordobaestelar.oac.uncor.edu/Capitulo19.pdf 

 History of the Córdoba Astronomical Observatory (2008)
https://historiadelaastronomia.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/historia-del-ona1.pdf 

 The Observatory of Paris  and the Latin American astronomy (2010)
https://historiadelaastronomia.files.wordpress.com/2010/10/observatorio-paris.pdf 
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Notes
[1] El National Outreach Coordinator Argentina is elected by the National Astronomy Committee. The
current coordinator is Dr. Beatriz García. For more information see:  http://sion.frm.utn.edu.ar/NOC-
Argentina/index.php/eclipse-exhibicion/

[2] The  Astronomical  Observatory  Museum  aims  to  guard,  preserve  and  maintain  the  historical
heritage of the Astronomical Observatory of Córdoba; offer the population access to these heritage
assets; and develop, participate and promote investigations of the custodial collections. Your actual
coordinator is Dr. David Merlo.
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